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MAY 28, 1954 No.178 TYPE RELAYS SEE RATINGS 

(Card No. 7) 
BELOW 

Rated Non-
Fig. Resistance Operate Release Operate 

Code No. Winding s (Ohms) (Ampere) (Ampere) (Ampere) Rating 

(*)(p)(ak)178DP 3 Single 35 .073 - .063 Mfr .Disc. ;repl.by 178N 
(*)(ad)178DR 2 Single 1200 .0215 - .014 A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
dt)(a)178DS 1 Single (ak)1050 .021 - .015 Mfr.Disc.;repl.by 178DT 

(t)(a)(ac)(a )(at)178DT 1 Single (ak)1050 . 023 - .017 A.T.&T.Co.Std . 
(t)(a)178DU 1 Single (ak)1050 .0295 - .022 Mfr.Disc.;repl.by 178DT 

(t)(ad)178DW 1 Single 200 .085 - .053 A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
(t)(a)(ac)178DY 2 Single 320 .0995 .0016 - Mfr.Disc.;repl.by 178EG 

(*) (t) (a) (ac)178EA 11 Single 275 ,046 - .094 Mfr.Disc. 
(*)(a)(ac)178EB 1 Single 1200 . 0088 - .0065 A.T.&T.Co.Std . 
(t)(a)(ac)178EC 2 Single 440 .037 - .016 " " 
(t)(a)(ac)178ED 12 {Primary 525 .035 - .0~5} " " 

Secondary(N.-I.) 100 - -
(t)(a)(p)178EE 9 Single 920 .030 .004 - Mfr.Disc.;repl.by 178AA 

(t) (a) (ac) (ad) (av)l 78EF 1 Single 320 (x) (x) - A.T .&T.Co.Std.(ML) 
(t) (a) (v) (ac) (af) (aw) (pp)l 78EG 2 Single 320 .030 .002 - A.T.&T.Co.Spl. 

(*)(p) (ac)l 78EH 1 Single 2500 .0137 - . 0084 A. T .&T .Co.Std . 
(*)(p)(ac)178EJ 1 Single 1470 .0205 - .0126 " " 
(*)(p)(ac)178EK 1 Single 1300 .0205 - .0126 " " 

(*) (p )178EL 2 Single (ah) 470 .024 - .0197 Mfr.Disc.;repl.by 178CM 

(*) Has a copper head on end of core. (ac) Equipped with a crosstalk-proof cover. 
(t) Has a copper sleeve over core. (ad) Equipped with heavy contacts. 
(a) Has no armature stop pins. (af) Same as 178AG except for cover, contact metal and that the 
(p) Equipped with No. 2 metal contacts. 
(v) Normally closed contacts tensioned to minimum 15 grams. 

upper normally closed contact is adju sted to break before 
the lower normally closed contact breaks. 

(x) On a current of .125 ampere will operate and hold on pulses of .2 second (ah) Plus 5% , minus 15%. 
closed and .2 second open circuit, and will operate and release on the (ak) Plus or minus 10%. 
same current with pulses of .53 second closed and .53 second open circuit. (at) Replaces 178BN, CH, DG, DS, DU. 

(av) Replaces 178S, BF, BL, CD, DM. 
(aw) Replaces 178DY. 
(pp) Equipped with No. 2 metal contacts . Normally open contacts 

of top spring combination are heavy . 
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